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Abstract. Motion capture actors need to deal with short preparation times and 
highly rely on their acting and imagination skills. To support these actors, we 
developed a mixed reality application that allows showing digital acting 
environments while performing and tested our prototype with 6 traditionally 
trained theatre and TV actors. As a result, these 6 actors indicated that our 
application supported them getting into the demanded acting moods with less 
unrequired emotions. The acting scenario was also better understood with less 
need of explanation than when just discussing the scenario, as commonly done 
in theatre acting.  
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1 Introduction 

Acting is an art that requires training, education and preparation to reach perfection. 
In today’s acting for media, computer games and digital environments, these values 
become a factor of time and money constraints [9]. Time and budget for a production 
determine the choice of actors and recording schedules. This also limits the 
preparation time and increases the demands on actors such as being able to create a 
character on the spot, using improvisational acting and having good imagination 
skills. In our previous research, we have shown that motion capture actors face these 
challenges and need to be supported when good acting with short preparation times is 
required [9]. 
 
As the performance and the character is often shaped during a motion capture shoot, 
repetitions and longer recording times can be a result when actors with less 
experience or acting education are used. Repetitions of scenes, explanations of 
scenarios and scenes result in time overhead, which takes away valuable recording 
time or increase the costs of a motion capture shoot. 
 



One solution, as explained in our previous research, is to use trained actors and give 
them time to prepare, to create a character and to rehearse scenes in advance; as �it is 
done in other acting areas [9]. This can be certainly considered for motion capture 
shoots for movies and high budget productions. However, in motion capture for 
computer games, commercial spots or smaller productions and animations this is 
commonly not a solution. This is mainly because long production times and hiring 
experienced and trained actors is usually not affordable for small-budget productions. 
 
To explore the possibilities on how to support actors within � a motion capture 
environment, we developed a head-mounted projection display in our earlier research 
[1]. We extended �the research by setting the focus in this paper to test the impact of 
virtual environments as acting support with six professional actors. Our prototype 
creates a virtual acting scene around the actors and provides digital elements to trigger 
emotions and to support the actors’ performances while acting for motion capture. 
The head-mounted projection display (HMPD) uses a laser projector and a retro-
reflective material as a screen to display the imagery. A smartphone is used as an 
image-processing unit and as a sensor platform, detecting head movements. This 
setup can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Visualization of a user wearing our HMPD, projecting digital scenery onto a retro-
reflective screen that is covering the walls around the user. 

The aim of our study is to suggest and validate a proof-of-concept, testing if acting 
with our prototype allows actors to understand the acting scene, the demands on the 
character and the demands on the expected performance better than without using our 
acting support application. We hypothesize that triggering emotions like being 
frightened, or similar, can be triggered through visual and audible effects and could 
lead to more natural and believable reactions in the actors’ performances. The overall 
goal of our research is to provide an acting support application that can be used during 



 

acting on a motion capture shoot floor and by ‘actors’ with different levels of acting 
training. 
 
To prove our concept and hypothesis, we evaluated our device with six traditionally 
trained theatre and TV actors and compared their performances when using our 
prototype to the performances without any acting support. All actors performed 3 
short acting scenes once with our device and once again without it. 

 
In order to evaluate the actors’ feedback and performances, we saw the importance to 
not only rely on one source of evaluation to get a more profound view on the results. 
Therefore, we chose several accepted methods in interaction design, namely card 
sorting [3, 18] and interviews as means of evaluation. 
 
The actors’ feedback and our evaluations show a tendency that the time to get into the 
right acting moods, to understand the acting scenario and to deliver what the scene 
description demanded seems to be shorter when using digital acting support in 
comparison to discussing the scene and emotions to be played, as commonly done in 
theatre or motion capture acting. 
 
The contribution of this research lies in the conducted user tests to evaluate if virtual 
environments generated by a mixed reality application are useful as acting support in 
motion capture. Moreover, we investigate what kind of digital scenery and animations 
the actors consider as beneficial. 

2 Related Works 

The technology that we are using to support actors has in different ways already been 
used or mentioned in research before [5, 1]. This is explained in further detail below. 
 
For our prototype, we use a head-mounted projection display (HMPD). Their image 
qualities as well as the use and evaluation of reflective materials, used as screens, 
have already been discussed and introduced [6]. Laser projectors, as � we use in our 
research have also been used in other research projects before [5]. We customized off-
the-self products like the laser projector and stripped their hardware to make it 
suitable to use for a HMPD device. 
 
Even other systems, such as CastAR [7], could be called a similar technology and 
possibly used to show virtual environments to actors. Nonetheless, there were some 
important differences that did not suit the requirements of motion capture acting, as 
stated in [1]. For example, the system needs to record head movements, allow for 
facial motion capture and should not limit the actors in their movement capabilities or 
block the actors’ vision. Furthermore, a system used in motion capture needs to have 
a solid setup that sits firm on the head of an actor, especially when stunts and athletic 
movements need to be performed. 



Technology has already been used especially for acting rehearsals or live theatre and 
dance performances [2, 11, 8, 15, 12, 17]. For example, Andreadis et al. used real-
time motion capture technology on a live theatrical performance to merge virtual 
content shown on a multi-screen topology with on-stage performances [2]. Motion 
capture actors performed in a backstage area at the same time as actors on stage. The 
virtual performances were created by motion capture actors and then displayed to the 
audience. A screen was installed in front of the on-stage actors that displayed avatars 
controlled by motion capture actors [2]. The displayed scenery and the avatar 
interactions with on-stage actors were used to steer and drive the performance but not 
directly used to support the actors, as we intend to do. 
 
Acting plays an important role in this paper. The basic principles of acting on which 
we base our work are Stanislavski’s acting principles [16, 14]. These principles were 
used and compared in previous work to see how they could be practically used in 
motion capture acting [9]. A different type of acting support, which was explored by 
multiple research projects, is to use virtual environments for acting rehearsals [15, 12, 
17]. 
 
One of these research projects used six professional actors and one director who met 
in a shared non-immersive virtual environment to rehearse a short play [15]. There, it 
was stated that the system was seen as supportive and allowed to create a basis for the 
live performance, without the actors having to meet in person. Their setup allowed 
achieving a better result than by only learning the script or using videoconferences. 
Nonetheless, these systems support the actors by using a virtual environment but do 
not support the actors during the performance, as it is our goal for motion capture 
acting. 
 
Additionally, another research project found out that rehearsing acting performances 
in an immersive virtual reality environment was more successful compared to using a 
2D computer screen [4]. This also encouraged us to test our application during a 
performance compared to not using any support. 
 
The above mentioned research projects showed us the potential to support actors 
through virtual environments and gave us an inspiration on how to perform the user 
tests in terms of setup and number of participants. Nonetheless, our work differs in 
the point that we test the usefulness of a mixed-reality application for on-stage acting 
support and guidance. 

3 Prototype Description 

Our earlier research already suggested a head-mounted projection display as support 
for motion capture actors [1]. We further developed this concept and created three 
digital acting scenarios that specifically aim at showing acting scenery to actors and 
triggering emotions and moods for their performance. Moreover, the projection area 
was increased from covering a 4m by 2m wall to a 340-degree projection area of 3m 



 

by 4m and 2m in height. This setup was used as a basis to perform our user tests and 
to explore the use of mixed reality technology as acting support. 
 
The current prototype consists of two Lithium Polymer batteries (2 x 3,7 V x 2000 
mAh = 14,8 Wh) that are used as power source for the stripped down pico laser 
projector, SHOWWX+ from Microvision. We constructed 3D printed housings to 
mount the hardware parts of the projector on an adjustable headband, to protect the 
electronics from light shocks and from electrostatic discharge when accidently being 
touched. A smartphone is connected via a MHL adapter and a HDMI cable to the 
projector. This setup of our prototype can be seen in Figure 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Picture of our HMPD consisting of (1) smartphone, (2) laser projector and (3) battery 
pack. 

As smartphone, we use a Samsung Galaxy S4+ that runs an app created in Unity 4, 
which processes the sensor data from the smartphone’s inbuilt gyroscope detecting 
head movements and holds the digital environments. The created digital environments 
are explained in more detail in a later section below. 
 
Our prototype uses a retro-reflective cloth that works as �a screen and increases the 
very low brightness of the laser projector from 15 lumen to a brightly perceived retro-
reflected image. Using the reflective material also tends to give an impression of 
having the digital content spatially closer to the user as when only projecting an 
image to a wall. With this reflective material, we covered parts of a room to create the 
“acting stage”, as shown in Figure 3. The room was covered with the 12m long and 
2m high retro-reflective cloth in a rectangular setup. This allowed for some space of 
interaction and movement for the actors and covered a 340-degree projection area. 
The floor and ceiling were not covered with the reflective cloth no. 6101 from RB 
Reflektör, which provides high-quality optical properties. 
 



 
 
Fig. 3. Acting space covered with retro-reflective cloth, showing 3 views of the nature scene 
from an actor’s viewpoint with distortion-free images. Viewpoint 2 and 3 have been taken from 
a video and attached to this figure for exemplification. 

4 User Tests  

For our user tests, we invited 6 traditionally trained male theatre actors working for 
theatre and TV production. Five actors had 6 to 10 years of work experience and one 
less than 5 years. The actors were invited individually for a 1-hour session to test our 
prototype and to give feedback � on our acting support application. Important in the 
selection of the actors was their traditional acting education and their experiences in 
theatre and TV productions. The actors were compensated for their participation. 
 
Motion capture actors can have a wide variety of acting skills. For our user tests, we 
decided to use professionally trained actors as they are one type of motion capture 
actors and because we were looking for professional feedback from actors who had a 
traditional acting education. Trained actors have a clear understanding of what an 
actor needs and can critically access our acting support application. From this point 
we will adjust our findings and adapt it to motion capture actors with different levels 
of acting skills. 

4.1 Procedure 

One day before the user test session, we sent out a very short description of three 
scenes that we wanted the actors to perform. The descriptions briefly described the 
character to be played in each scene, the feelings in the scenes and a rather short 
story. There was no script to be learned, as we expected more of an Improv 
performance. The short descriptions and the Improv acting style were chosen, as this � 
is a very common procedure in motion capture acting for computer games and 
animation. 



 

On the test day, the actors were first introduced to the test environment and the idea 
behind our research in general. To be able to compare the difference between acting 
with our prototype and without, we asked the actors to perform each of the 3 scenes, 
which were about 2 minutes long, 2 times; once without and once with our prototype. 
To avoid getting false measurements by influencing the actors’ feedback through 
showing the virtual environment first, 3 actors started their performance with the 
device and 3 ac �tors started acting without the device, so we used a ‘within subject 
design’ approach with a counterbalanced order [10]. All three scenes were performed 
sequentially either with or without the device and thereafter the actors switched to act 
the three scenes again without the device if they had just performed with it. This 
meant that at the end all six actors performed the 3 scenes once with the prototype and 
once without the prototype. All actors had the chance to ask questions about the scene 
and their act, as well as to use the cards describing the scene and the feelings in the 
scene. The actors had to shape their act on the spot and no repetitions were performed. 
The actors decided themselves when they were ready to perform the scene. As 
success criteria, we set the goal to complete all six shots playing the character as they 
see fit according to the instructions and explanations of each scene, as well as being 
near the time frame of 2 minutes. 
 
After having completed all 6 performances the actors used � a card-sorting task as 
explained in previous research and reports [3, 18]. We used 20 positive and 20 
negative words, inspired from a list of product reaction cards [3, 18], which could be 
associated with our prototype. Then we told the actors to choose as many cards as 
they saw fit. Four actors choose between 4-6 cards, one actor 9 and another actor 13 
cards. In previous research it was suggested to refine the selected set of cards down to 
5 cards before conducting an interview on them [3]. We chose to skip this step as 
most actors chose a number of cards close to the suggested 5 cards. In the 2 cases 
where actors selected more cards, we picked outliers or for us unexpected cards and 
used them for the interview. 
 
Finally, we conducted an interview with each actor to discuss the cards that they 
selected before. The interview also covered 4 extra questions about the use and 
benefit of the prototype for acting. 

4.2 Description of Acting Scenes 

It was our goal to provide three acting scenes that were distinct from each other and 
demanded different acting in terms of moods, feelings, environments and characters 
to be played. The designs of the virtual environments were modeled after scenarios 
that could occur for motion capture shoots for computer games and animations. In 
motion capture acting, actors need to be able to change moods and emotions quickly, 
as scenes can be short and require different acting. Therefore, we aimed at providing 
3 scenarios that are, in terms of moods, emotions and acting, fairly distinct from each 
other. To do this we created a nature scene, a war scene and a scary scene. 
 



All actors performed the scenes in the same order, starting with a nature environment 
then a war environment and at last a scary environment. Thereby, three actors were 
starting to act by wearing the device and three actors started to act without it first, as 
mentioned before. 
 
To get a visual understanding on how the scenes looked in the virtual environment, a 
screenshot of all three environments can be seen in Figure 4. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. The upper image shows the nature scene, the lower left image shows the scary scene 
and the lower right image shows the war scene. 

5 Card Sorting 

As another form of user evaluation, we performed a card-sorting task. Through the 
card-sorting task we set a basis for the interviews and allowed the actors to express 
their experiences and feelings when using our device in a different form. We provided 
20 cards with positive words and 20 cards with negative words that could be 
associated with our device. The actors picked the cards that they found suitable. The 
result of this task is shown in Figure 5 as a word cloud where the size of the words is 
an indicator of the number of chosen words. All chosen words from the six actors are 
depicted in this figure. 



 

 
Fig. 5. Word cloud of the results from our card-sorting task. 
 
The actors mostly picked positive cards, 2 cards were from the negative set of cards: 
stressful and boring. This was very interesting for us and was then discussed in more 
detail during the interviews that we performed. It was also interesting to see which 
cards the actors picked most, which were: motivating, entertaining, simple, exciting 
and fun. These cards were also further discussed during the interviews.  
 

 
 
Fig. 6. Actor performing card-sorting task 
 
The first part of the interview started by asking each actor about the cards that they 
picked from the card sorting task to get a better understanding about the actors 
thoughts on our application. Thereafter, we asked 4 additional questions about acting 
with the device, as follows: 
 
1) Was there a difference for you when acting with the HMDP in comparison to 
     acting without it? 
2) Did you feel more immersed in the acting environment when using the HMPD? 
3) Did our application benefit you with your acting? 
4) Did it help your imagination when seeing the digital �acting environment? 
 



In the following we will discuss only the unexpected and instructive findings from the 
interviews and would like to start by looking at some answers that the actors gave us 
when asking why they picked certain cards from the card-sorting task. 
 
One actor picked the card ‘boring’ and explained that he chose the card because the 
first nature scenario was too boring for him. The actor would have liked to have more 
action or animation in this environment to support his acting. Another actor chose the 
card ‘stressful’. Here, the actor explained that there was almost too much action in the 
war scenario so that it felt stressful to be in the mixed reality environment. Another 
actor picked the card ‘engaging’ and mentioned that the application ”was more useful 
when enjoying and letting it go”. He also mentioned that it was ‘exciting’ to use the 
device because the acting world that actors would generally create in their minds was 
already there. Moreover, four actors picked the card ‘motivating’ and explained that it 
was easy to get into the right acting mood when using the device. One actor 
mentioned here that it was motivating because it was “easy to get into the mood and it 
saves time”. 
 
The above feedback shows that there were different reactions to our 3 generic 
scenarios. We are aware that the scenes were not adjusted to the specific skills of the 
actors and directing was kept to a minimum. This was believed to give a clearer 
feedback to how useful our device is for acting support and to indicate potential 
issues. 
 
From the 4 additional questions asked in the interview, we also got the reactions that 
our application is a tool that helps the actors and directors to provide a better way of 
communicating the scene and the act. One actor mentioned that in classic acting 
methods, this step needs a lot of explaining and time, which was made easier with our 
mixed reality application. Furthermore, the same actor added that he is a ‘visual 
learner’ and therefore it helped him for the act as well as to create strong feelings 
when using our head-mounted projection display. 
 
Some actors also mentioned in their critique that our application would not help in 
terms of ‘imagination’ which is an acting term describing how an actor can adapt to a 
performance, an imaginative environment, the conditions and the events happening to 
a character [9, 14]. The free interpretation that is given from e.g. theater acting is 
taken away and the act is in one way already directed. Balancing this interpretation 
should be guided by a director but for some motion capture shoots, a more framed 
performance with less artistic interpretation is wanted. Therefore, it could be 
interesting to explore the use of our application as a way to guide such a performance. 
Another actor added that, even it is breaking the imagination of an actor; it was 
helpful to get into the right acting mood at the same time. This is an interesting 
finding for us because here we see a potential difference between professionally 
trained actors and other actors that might perform in motion capture acting, as the 
professional actors prefer less guidance through the device and only need key 
elements to use their artistic freedom to its full potential. For other motion capture 
actors, we assume that more guidance would help their act but this must be confirmed 
in future research. 



 

 
What was also pointed out during the interview is that sounds need to be used 
carefully and should not be played continuously or reoccurring if they are not directly 
meant to trigger moods or emotions. One actor in particular was displeased and 
suggested to only play sounds or animations in key situations when some act or 
emotion should be performed. 
 
In our application we used reoccurring sounds, especially in the war zone 
environment, which was perceived by the actors as rather disturbing than helpful. 
 
Additionally, an actor mentioned that our device could be useful for acting 
preparation, to create the character and for testing the actors’ own reactions to 
uncommon acting environments e.g. when being afraid of heights or when being in a 
war zone. 

6 Discussion and Conclusion 

A key question for us, when performing this research, was to understand if our mixed 
reality application is useful as acting support or not. 
 
From the actors’ feedback we have extracted that our mixed reality application helps 
their acting while being on stage and supports them to get into the right acting mood 
as well as to create the character. Nonetheless, we have also encounter some design 
issues in parts of our application, as argued in the following. 
 
In other research, Stanislavski [16] was cited by mentioning “when communicating in 
virtual environments, actors must establish emphasis and emotion. Hence, the 
interface should � not obstruct natural interaction by becoming an unwanted mental or a 
physical diversion for the actor” [13]. After our user tests, we agree to this statement. 
What we thought � to be a simple to act scene, like the nature environment or a well-
guided scene like the war zone scene, turned out � to have some issues that got the 
actors distracted and restricted them in their artistic freedom. In the nature scene, we 
realized that there needs to be a problem to solve and �a clear story or description of 
objectives to provide a useful scenario for actors. In the war scenario we thought that 
providing animations and sounds would guide the actors, set the scene and surprise 
the actors. This worked only to a certain extent. The first occurrences of e.g. an 
exploding bomb made the actors almost naturally duck their heads, as it came 
unexpected. Our encoded problem was that we filled the scene with too many sounds 
and animations that were also repeated after a while. Retrospectively, we think that 
less action would have provided a better result. Only key actions or trigger points 
need visual or audible feedback, as additional elements might lead to a less immersive 
experience or even limit the actors’ imagination and creativity. 
 
Most actors expressed their enjoyment about the scary environment as they were 
given clear character instructions, � a story and an objective that they were able to 



easily relate to. The environment created the look and feel of a scary place and the 
only sound played was the barking of the dog. 
 
From the user test results, we have also seen that the level of immersion was 
mediocre. Nonetheless we would argue that actors have been immersed into the 
environment, even if just to a mediocre extent. Witmer and Singer explained that 
being enveloped by, included in, and interacting with a virtual environment leads to or 
is immersion [19]. These points were also given for our user tests but we see the need 
to explore immersion and presence in a more detailed study with notions of sensory 
and imaginative immersion as well as involvement. 
 
One actor also mentioned that our device could be used for acting rehearsals. To 
explore these possibilities we looked at other research. There it has been suggested 
that “for virtual rehearsals to successfully complement traditional practice, the virtual 
environment must be mechanically transparent yet still mimic the real world” [13]. 
We see this statement fit in a way, as we create an acting environment that digitally 
provides the background, the environment, the scene and helps setting the mood of 
the scene. At the same time, we allow using real props or human and digital actors as 
a form of interaction. We believe that, even our device was not intentionally build for 
rehearsals, it could be used for acting training, preparation and getting familiar with 
the environment before the actual performance, as it was suggested by one actor. 
 
In acting or also in motion capture acting, a ‘performance’ can mean a variety of 
things. It could be a traditional theatre performance with voice and body acting, a 
dance performance, mime acting or performing motions like walking, jumping or 
alike. Even for this variety of a ‘performance’, we see our application as supportive 
for actors. This is because our setup allows for flexibility in agility, is small in size, 
does not cover the eyes and allows seeing virtual content while moving around in a 
confined space. This gives the opportunity to provide different kinds of acting 
support. In our case, we showed a virtual acting environment that was meant to show 
scenery and provide an understanding of the atmosphere. Another way of showing 
acting support could be by showing way points, basically outlining where the actors 
should move or perform certain movements. Moreover, the director could be able to 
interact with the digital environment and trigger events. The cooperation and 
interaction between actor and director could allow for an even more supportive 
application, which we are developing for future research. 
 
From the actors’ feedback, we extract that our mixed reality application can be used 
for acting support and we have shown how our provided virtual environments could 
be improved and used better as acting support. Therefore, we believe that this 
research provides a basis for an acting support application and for further research to 
provide an acting support application that can be used during acting on a motion 
capture shoot floor and by ‘actors’ with different levels of acting training. 



 

7 Lessons Learned 

Through this study we have learned that our application is useful as acting support 
while on stage, helps to get into the right acting mood, to understand and prepare the 
character and act. 
 
We have also learnt that too many repeated animations and sounds can be 
counterproductive. The application should only support the actors to trigger actions or 
the actors’ moods and performances. 
 
Another point to mention is that the acting scenery does not have to be modeled with 
high details, it is sufficient to be able to show important locations, the basic scenery 
and to give the actors a grasp of what moods and actions need to be performed. This 
also helps the motion capture process as time to create a complete game environment 
or digital scenery is time consuming or simply not available at the time of a motion 
capture shoot. Keeping the details of the virtual environment low also helps to comply 
with the currently limited processing power of a smartphone. 
 
Finally, we have seen that performances with our acting support application were 
more guided than without using it and allowed actors to focus on the demanded 
emotions. 

8 Future Work 

As our prototype was developed to be used for a variety of 'actors' in a motion capture 
setup, we are planning to use our insights from this paper to explore how actors with 
different levels of acting training perceive our acting support application. We further 
more see the interaction between director and actor as important and want to explore 
this by giving the director interactive and real-time control of the virtual environment. 
This might allow to simplify explaining the act, the scenario and could trigger more 
natural reactions and movements. 
 
Another future plan is to improve the field-of-view of the projector to provide an even 
more immersive experience and to design a more ergonomic and robust housing for 
the projector. 
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